Key Points {#s5}
==========

1.  Inflammation and vascular permeability are related to growth in sporadic vestibular schwannoma

2.  PET markers of inflammation and DCE MRI permeability metrics can detect growth in sporadic VS

3.  Macrophages account for the majority of proliferating cells in sporadic VS

Importance of the study {#s6}
=======================

VS has an unpredictable natural history. Some tumors show sustained growth, while others remain stable or even shrink. An understanding of the mechanism of growth may have prognostic and predictive potential and lead to the development of novel therapeutic approaches. Previous evidence based on tissue analysis suggested that inflammation and angiogenesis may be relevant to VS growth, but no in vivo studies have ever been performed. Using an established PET tracer for inflammation and DCE-MRI derived vascular biomarkers, we have provided the first in vivo evidence that increased inflammation and vascular permeability correlate with growing VS. The results of this study suggest further investigation of these imaging biomarkers as predictors of tumor growth, and consideration of inflammation as a therapeutic target in sporadic VS.

Vestibular schwannoma (VS) is a benign tumor arising from the vestibular component of the VIII cranial nerve. It accounts for approximately 8% of intracranial tumors in adults, with an incidence of 1 per 100000^[@CIT0001]^ and occurs most commonly as a sporadic lesion. Sporadic VS is thought to be caused by inactivation of the *NF2* gene and loss of the suppressor protein merlin.^[@CIT0002]^ Although regarded as a benign tumor in the World Health Organization (WHO) classification, VS can cause significant morbidity in terms of both the tumor itself and the treatment thereof. A specific challenge in the management of VS is that only about one-third of sporadic VS tumors grow, while two-thirds of them remain stable or less commonly shrink.^[@CIT0003]^ At present there is no method for identifying which tumors will grow and which will not. Treatment options include therefore conservative management of static tumors and surgery or radiotherapy (often stereotactic radiosurgery \[SRS\]) for growing tumors. Growing tumors, left untreated, will eventually produce brainstem and cerebellar compression, cranial nerve dysfunction, and hydrocephalus, with potential risks including trigeminal and bulbar dysfunction, stroke, blindness, and death. Treatment-related morbidity, which includes this same list but in addition the specific risk of facial nerve paralysis, is less when tumors are diagnosed and treated while they remain small.^[@CIT0004]^ SRS is generally accepted to be a treatment option only for tumors smaller than 3cm in diameter.^[@CIT0004]^ Predicting growth in individual VS at presentation would enable early intervention and therefore optimize outcomes.

The mechanisms that trigger and maintain growth in VS remain unclear. Previous studies have shown a poor association between classical markers of neoplasia such as cellular proliferation indices and tumor growth.^[@CIT0005]^ While cyst formation may contribute to volume increase in some instances,^[@CIT0006]^ it has been suggested that inflammation and angiogenesis may also play a pivotal role.^[@CIT0005],[@CIT0007]^ In neurofibromatosis type II (NF2)--associated VS, angiogenesis has proven to be sufficiently critical to tumor growth that it provides a specific therapeutic target with demonstrable response to the anti-angiogenic agent bevacizumab.^[@CIT0008]^ Angiogenesis may also play a role in sporadic VS growth^[@CIT0009]^ with vascular endothelial growth factor expression and other angiogenic factors correlating with microvessel density,^[@CIT0010]^ tumor volume,^[@CIT0010]^ and tumor growth rate.^[@CIT0009],[@CIT0012]^ These studies, however, are inevitably based on tissue specimens. As such, their generalizability to nongrowing tumors that do not typically undergo surgery is less certain. There is therefore a need for an in vivo metric such as an imaging biomarker to enable characterization of all VS patient groups and to facilitate longitudinal studies.

The immune response is integral to growth and invasion in malignant tumors,^[@CIT0013]^ but the role of inflammation in benign neoplasms including VS has been less widely investigated. Macrophages are commonly found in VS especially within Antoni B areas,^[@CIT0014]^ and their presence correlates with duration of symptoms,^[@CIT0011]^ tumor size,^[@CIT0005]^ and rapid growth.^[@CIT0007]^ Detection of inflammation with positron emission tomography (PET) has been the subject of considerable research, including the development of several PET ligands targeting the 18 kDa translocator protein (TSPO).^[@CIT0015]^ The full range of TSPO function is unknown, but the molecule is expressed by inflammatory cells and its level increases significantly following their activation.^[@CIT0015]^ TSPO expression has not been previously studied in sporadic VS.

Dynamic contrast enhanced (DCE) MRI non-invasively quantifies tissue microvascular structure by measuring the pharmacokinetics of intravenously administered gadolinium-based contrast agents (GBCAs).^[@CIT0018],[@CIT0019]^ GBCA concentration can be quantified and modeled through approaches such as the extended Tofts model^[@CIT0020]^ to derive a number of key tissue microvascular parameters, including *K*^trans^, *v*~p~, and *v*~e~. Whereas *v*~p~ and *v*~e~ represent the proportion of each image voxel occupied by blood plasma and extravascular-extracellular space (EES), respectively, the volume transfer constant *K*^trans^ is a composite parameter reflecting tissue blood flow, vessel surface area, and vessel permeability.^[@CIT0019],[@CIT0020]^ While a limitation in the widespread usage of DCE-MRI in clinical practice has been variation in acquisition protocols and modeling approaches across different studies,^[@CIT0018]^ DCE-MRI derived parameters have been shown to be reproducible^[@CIT0021]^ and correlate in tissue validation studies with both vascularity markers^[@CIT0022],[@CIT0023]^ and histological estimates of the EES.^[@CIT0024],[@CIT0025]^ Vascular biomarkers derived from DCE-MRI have been utilized in other CNS tumors, including NF2-related tumors,^[@CIT0026]^ but their potential role in sporadic VS has not been previously studied.

We hypothesized that tumor growth in sporadic VS is driven by intratumoral inflammation and that inflammation could therefore represent a biomarker of tumor growth and a therapeutic target. We investigated inflammation using the TSPO PET ligand ^11^C-(*R*)-PK11195 and investigated vascular parameters, including vascular permeability within these tumors, using dual-injection DCE-MRI. Tissue analysis in the group of participants who subsequently underwent surgery was used to validate the PET and DCE-MR imaging results.

Methods {#s7}
=======

Study Participants {#s8}
------------------

This was a nonrandomized unblinded prospective study. Between December 2015 and May 2017 twenty patients with sporadic VS were recruited via the supraregional Manchester Skull Base Unit multidisciplinary team meeting at Salford Royal Hospital. Nineteen patients completed the PET and core MRI acquisitions. Exclusion criteria included the use of medication likely to interfere with ^11^C-(*R*)-PK11195 binding, such as benzodiazepines or steroids. Due to the spatial resolution of the PET camera, only patients with sporadic VS larger than 7.5 mm diameter (\>3× full-width half-maximum \[FWHM\] of the PET camera) in the cerebellopontine angle were recruited into the study. All patients underwent at least 2 MRI acquisitions to establish tumor growth; this included the study scan in 2 cases, where definite growth was evident. The study MRI scan in addition to the results of previous MR imaging were reviewed by the multidisciplinary team and tumors were classified as static, growing, or shrinking. The median length of follow-up from diagnosis was 2.44 years (range, 1.14--6.07) for the static cohort, 3.02 years (range, 0.91--5.58) for shrinking, and 0.71 years (range, 0.16--2.37) for growing tumors, reflecting the prompt decision to treat in this group. The growth classification was based primarily upon clinical decision making in these patients, with tumors classified as static or shrinking being offered a period of observation and growing tumors being recommended for microsurgery or SRS. Volumetric measurements of tumor size were made for both the study MRI scan and the preceding clinical scan to confirm different behavior between the tumor cohorts (see [Supplementary Material](#sup7){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This project received ethical approval from the National Research Ethics Service Greater Manchester North West research ethics committee (REC reference 15/NW/0429), and informed consent was obtained for all patients.

PET Acquisition {#s9}
---------------

PET scans were performed on a dedicated high resolution research tomograph PET brain scanner (HRRT, Siemens; field of view, axial: 252 mm, trans-axial 312 mm).^[@CIT0027]^ Dynamic data were acquired for 60 minutes after injection of a target dose of 740 MBq of \[^11^C\]-(*R*)-PK11195. PET images were reconstructed using an OSEM (ordered-subset expectation maximization) 3D iterative method^[@CIT0028],[@CIT0029]^ and corrected for attenuation, scatter, random coincidences, dead time, and detector normalization as previously described^[@CIT0016],[@CIT0030]^ (see [Supplementary Material](#sup7){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for PET acquisition and reconstruction protocol). The voxel size of the reconstructed PET images was 1.22 mm × 1.22 mm × 1.22 mm and post-reconstruction 3D Gaussian smoothing filters were applied to the resulting images with 2 mm and 4 mm FWHM kernels to reduce image noise on the voxel level.

MRI Acquisition {#s10}
---------------

MRI data were acquired on a 1.5-tesla whole body scanner using a dedicated head coil (Philips Achieva). The following axial MR images were obtained: high-resolution 3D T1-weighted (T1W) gradient echo sequence with full brain coverage (echo time \[TE\] 3.2 ms, repetition time \[TR\] 8.6 ms, slice thickness 1.2 mm) and balanced steady state gradient echo imaging of skull base (TE 250 ms, TR 1500 ms, slice thickness 0.7 mm). Fifteen patients also underwent contrast enhanced imaging, while 4 patients were unable to undergo contrast imaging due to concerns about uncertain renal function. DCE-MRI data were collected using a dual-injection technique as previously described^[@CIT0031]^ (see [Supplementary Material](#sup7){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for DCE-MRI acquisition protocol). A postcontrast high resolution 3D T1W gradient echo sequence of the whole brain was also obtained at the end of the DCE-MRI sequence.

PET Image Analysis {#s11}
------------------

A summed PET image was generated from the 2 mm smoothed PET images and coregistered with the T1W structural images. Parametric maps of ^11^C-(*R*)-PK11195 binding potential (BP~ND~), representing the ratio of specifically bound radioligand over the nondisplaceable one in tissue at equilibrium, were calculated using the simplified reference tissue model with atlas-defined cerebellar gray matter providing a "pseudoreference" tissue input function.^[@CIT0016],[@CIT0032]^ To address potential concerns about use of a reference region adjacent to the pathology under study for modeling, relative standardized uptake values (SUVs) were also calculated as the average tumor tissue activity over the final 30 minutes divided by either cerebellar gray matter (SUV~T/Gm~) or a manually defined region of centrum semiovale bilaterally (SUV~T/WM~) (see [Supplementary Material](#sup7){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). To specifically assess if changes in vascular volume across different tumors influenced derived BP~ND~ values, we also generated BP~ND~ maps using the modified simplified reference tissue model (SRTM) for vascularity (SRTMV), which takes into account the tracer activity in the vasculature^[@CIT0033]^ (see [Supplementary Material](#sup7){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Analysis of DCE-MRI {#s12}
-------------------

The signal intensity time curves were converted to tissue contrast concentration curves using measured values of R1~N~.^[@CIT0034]^ Using the arterial input function derived from low-dose high-temporal (LDHT) DCE, the LDHT-DCE tissue concentration time course curves were fitted to the extended Tofts model.^[@CIT0020]^ Estimated values of *K*^trans^, *v*~e~, and *v*~p~ were calculated on a pixel-by-pixel basis. The generated maps were coregistered to the T1W structural images.

Delineation of Tumor Region of Interest {#s13}
---------------------------------------

Tumors were manually delineated on the coregistered T1W postcontrast image to create an object mask. For the 4 patients who had undergone imaging without contrast, the tumor was delineated on the noncontrast T1W structural image. Care was taken when delineating the tumor to avoid partial volume effects from nearby structures or surrounding CSF. The object mask was projected onto the BP~ND~ parametric map derived using both the SRTM and SRTMV models for sampling the mean (BP~mean~) and maximum (BP~max~) BP~ND~ value of the entire tumor. Similarly manually defined object masks were applied to the LDHT parametric maps to allow estimation of whole tumor *K*^trans^, *v*~e~, and *v*~p~ values.

Tissue Analysis {#s14}
---------------

Tissues were fixed in 10% buffered formalin and processed to paraffin embedding. In order to compare different immunostains in the same areas, serial 5-µm sections were cut from each block. The extent of macrophage infiltrates (anti-Iba1), Schwann cells (anti-S100), TSPO expression (anti-TSPO), microvessel area (anti-CD31), vascular permeability (anti-fibrinogen), and proliferation (anti--Ki-67) was assessed quantitatively on the tissue sections of 8 tumors using immunoperoxidase immunohistochemistry following established protocols^[@CIT0030],[@CIT0035]^ (see [Supplementary Material](#sup1 sup2 sup3 sup4 sup5 sup6 sup7 sup8){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for detailed tissue analysis protocols).

Statistical Analysis {#s15}
--------------------

Stata v11 was used for all statistical analyses. Normality and homogeneity of variance for all individual data parameters were assessed using the Shapiro--Wilk and Levene tests, respectively. One-way ANOVA with Bonferroni correction was used to compare the parametric PET and DCE-MRI derived values across the 3 tumor growth groups (static, growing, and shrinking). For nonparametric data (eg, tumor size, annual adjusted growth rate) the Kruskal--Wallis test with adjustment for multiple comparisons was used. For comparison of parametric immunohistochemistry-derived parameters between growing and static tumors a 2-tailed *t*-test was used. The intertumor correlation between imaging and immunohistochemistry-derived parameters are reported as Pearson's product moment correlation coefficient (r) or Spearman's rho in the case of nonlinear associations. For linear associations, the results of linear regression are reported as adjusted R^2^ estimates on included figures.

Results {#s16}
=======

Patient Demographics {#s17}
--------------------

Demographic details of the 19 patients who completed the PET and core MRI acquisitions are detailed in [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}. The mean age was 57.7 years (range, 25.7--80.7 y); 11 patients were female. There was no significant difference in mean age across the 3 different groups (ANOVA, *P* \> 0.05; see [Supplementary Material](#sup1 sup2 sup3 sup4 sup5 sup6 sup7 sup8){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). All tumors were unilateral; 12 were right-sided. Seven patients had comorbidities, including hypertension and type II diabetes, and 1 patient was taking aspirin; no patients were taking steroids or benzodiazepines. Eight patients underwent surgical resection, 2 were treated with SRS, and 9 had no treatment and are on long-term follow-up. Eight VS tumors were classified as static, 7 as growing, and 4 as shrinking. Tumor size ranged from 0.26 to 5.71 cm^3^; the volume of growing lesions was significantly larger than static or shrinking tumors (*P* \< 0.05). Confirmatory volumetric measurements demonstrated that growing tumors displayed a significantly higher annual adjusted growth rate compared with the static (0.70 vs 0.02 cm^3^/year, *P* = 0.008) and shrinking (0.70 vs −0.28 cm^3^/year, *P* = 0.006) groups (see [Supplementary Material](#sup1 sup2 sup3 sup4 sup5 sup6 sup7 sup8){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

###### 

Demographics, tumor features, and clinical outcome of 19 study participants

  Patient   **Age,y**   M:F   **Other Medical Conditions**                               **Size at Time of PET (cm** ^**3**^)   **MDT Classification**   **Tumor Side**   **Cystic/Solid Tumor**     **Clinical Outcome**   **Histology (if known**)
  --------- ----------- ----- ---------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------- ------------------------ ---------------- -------------------------- ---------------------- --------------------------
  1         66.6        F     HTN, T2DM, ocular melanoma (left eye), CKD stage 3         0.26                                   Shrinking                R                Solid                      Follow-up              NA
  2         32.3        M     Nil                                                        1.88                                   Growing                  L                Solid                      Surgery                Schwannoma, WHO grade I
  3         25.7        M     Nil                                                        3.82                                   Growing                  R                Small posteromedial cyst   Surgery                Schwannoma, WHO grade I
  4         58.8        F     T2DM, HTN                                                  0.92                                   Static                   R                Solid                      Follow-up              NA
  5         60.8        F     Nil                                                        1.03                                   Static                   R                Solid                      Follow-up              NA
  6         56.3        F     Depression                                                 0.30                                   Static                   R                Solid                      Surgery                Schwannoma, WHO grade I
  7         69.2        F     OA, anxiety                                                0.59                                   Shrinking                L                Solid                      Follow-up              NA
  8         26.8        M     Nil                                                        1.92                                   Shrinking                L                Small cysts                Follow-up              NA
  9         61.1        F     Hashimoto's, OA, hypothyroidism, Raynaud's, pre-diabetes   0.37                                   Static                   R                Solid                      Surgery                Schwannoma, WHO grade I
  10        76.1        F     Nil                                                        1.25                                   Static                   L                Small anterolateral cyst   Follow-up              NA
  11        74.9        M     T2DM                                                       1.09                                   Growing                  R                Solid                      SRS                    NA
  12        64.6        F     Nil                                                        0.97                                   Growing                  R                Solid                      SRS                    NA
  13        73.9        F     Hypothyroidism                                             0.80                                   Static                   R                Solid                      Follow-up              NA
  14        80.7        M     BPH                                                        0.99                                   Shrinking                R                Solid                      Follow-up              NA
  15        63.0        M     Asthma                                                     0.38                                   Static                   L                Solid                      Surgery                Schwannoma, WHO grade I
  16        58.2        M     HTN                                                        0.73                                   Static                   R                Solid                      Follow-up              NA
  17        54.3        M     HTN                                                        3.33                                   Growing                  L                Solid                      Surgery                Schwannoma, WHO grade I
  18        54.8        F     T2DM                                                       5.71                                   Growing                  L                Small multiple cysts       Surgery                Schwannoma, WHO grade I
  19        39.0        F     Nil                                                        2.61                                   Growing                  R                Small multiple cysts       Surgery                Schwannoma, WHO grade I

BPH = benign prostatic hypertrophy; CKD = chronic kidney disease; HTN = hypertension; NA = not applicable; OA = osteoarthritis; SRS = stereotactic radiosurgery; T2DM = type 2 diabetes.

PET Data {#s18}
--------

Maximum and mean ^11^C-(*R*)-PK11195 BP~ND~ tumor values for the 3 growth groups are shown in [Fig. 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. Growing tumors displayed significantly higher BP~max~ (ANOVA, *P* = 0.001) and BP~mean~ (ANOVA, *P* = 0.02) compared with static tumors. SUV values similarly demonstrated that growing tumors displayed significantly higher mean SUV~T/GM~ (ANOVA, *P* \< 0.01) compared with static tumors (see [Supplementary Material](#sup1 sup2 sup3 sup4 sup5 sup6 sup7 sup8){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Correlation analysis demonstrated a positive association between derived ^11^C-(*R*)-PK11195 BP~ND~ values and both SUV~T/WM~ (r = 0.97, *P* \< 0.001) and SUV~T/GM~ (r = 0.99, *P* \< 0.001**).** Use of BP~ND~ values derived from the SRTMV model (see [Supplementary Material](#sup1 sup2 sup3 sup4 sup5 sup6 sup7 sup8){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) similarly demonstrated that growing tumors had significantly higher maximum (ANOVA, *P* = 0.011) and mean (ANOVA, *P* = 0.033) specific binding (BP~ND-BV~) compared with static tumors. Growing lesions also had higher BP~max~ and BP~mean~ values than shrinking tumors, but that difference was not statistically significant (ANOVA, *P* \> 0.05).

Tumor size at the time of PET scanning was strongly correlated with ^11^C-(*R*)-PK11195 mean BP~ND~ (rho = 0.82, *P* \< 0.001; [Fig. 1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). There was no significant association between patient age or weight adjusted injected dose and ^11^C-(*R*)-PK11195 BP~ND~ within the tumor.

![\[^11^C\]-(*R*)-PK11195 PET and DCE-MRI results. Boxplot of maximum and mean tumor \[^11^C\]-(*R*)-PK11195 BP~ND~ values categorized by MDT defined tumor growth classification (A). Intertumor scatterplot analysis of mean tumor \[^11^C\]-(*R*)-PK11195 BP~ND~ against tumor size (cm^3^) (B). Boxplot of mean tumor *K*^trans^ against MDT defined tumor growth classification (C). Intertumor scatterplot analysis of mean tumor *K*^trans^ against mean \[^11^C\]-(*R*)-PK11195 BP~ND~ for each tumor region of interest (D). One-way ANOVA with Bonferroni correction \**P* ≤ 0.05, \*\**P* ≤ 0.01, \*\*\**P* ≤ 0.001.](noy17701){#F1}

DCE-MRI Data {#s19}
------------

As shown in [Fig. 1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, analysis of concomitantly acquired DCE-MRI data in 15/19 patients demonstrated that growing tumors also displayed significantly higher mean tumor *K*^trans^ values than static tumors (ANOVA, *P* = 0.004). Correlation analysis of derived PET and DCE-MRI parameters demonstrated that mean tumor *K*^trans^ positively correlated with both mean BP~ND~ (rho = 0.83, *P* \< 0.001; [Fig. 1D](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) and tumor size (rho = 0.85, *P* \< 0.001, see [Supplementary Material](#sup1 sup2 sup3 sup4 sup5 sup6 sup7 sup8){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). There was a moderate positive correlation of tumor size with both mean *v*~p~ (rho = 0.51, *P* = 0.05) and mean *v*~e~ (rho = 0.53, *P* = 0.04). There was no significant difference in mean tumor *v*~e~ between tumor growth groups (ANOVA, *P* \> 0.1; see [Supplementary Material](#sup1 sup2 sup3 sup4 sup5 sup6 sup7 sup8){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Tissue Analysis {#s20}
---------------

Tumor tissue from the 8 patients who had surgery showed typical features of schwannoma with Antoni A and B areas ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Growing tumors displayed significantly higher maximum (2-tailed *t*-test, *P* \< 0.001) and mean (2-tailed *t*-test, *P* = 0.003) Iba1+ macrophage count compared with static VS ([Fig. 2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Macrophages predominated over tumor cells in growing VS (mean Iba1+ ratio = 0.6; range, 0.5--0.7) ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Correlation analysis ([Fig. 2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) demonstrated a strong positive association between Iba1+ cell ratio and mean tumor BP~ND~ (r = 0.95, *P* \< 0.001), and between max Iba1+ cell count and max BP~ND~ (r = 0.95, *P* \< 0.001). Mean TSPO optical density (OD) positively correlated with mean BP~ND~ (rho = 0.79, *P* = 0.02) (see Supplementary Material). Mean TSPO OD was higher in the growing group (*P* = 0.100), but this result was not statistically significant due to the presence of one static tumor with high TSPO OD. As shown in [Fig. 2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, mean microvessel area was significantly higher in growing than static tumors (2-tailed *t*-test, *P* = 0.014) and positively correlated with DCE-MRI derived mean tumor *v*~p~ (r = 0.93, *P* \< 0.001; [Fig. 2D](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Similarly vessel permeability seen with fibrinogen immunostaining was significantly higher in growing than static VS (2-tailed *t*-test, *P* = 0.03; [Fig. 2E](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) and there was a strong positive relationship between derived mean tumor *K*^trans^ and fibrinogen OD (rho = 0.88, *P* = 0.003; [Fig. 2F](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Finally, growing tumors demonstrated significantly lower cell density (2-tailed *t*-test, *P* \< 0.001; [Fig. 2G](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) compared with static tumors, and cell density negatively correlated with mean *v*~e~ (r = −0.97, *P* \< 0.001; [Fig. 2H](#F2){ref-type="fig"}).

![Immunohistochemistry results. Boxplot of maximum and mean tumor Iba1+ cell count per x20 high-powered field (HPF) within static and growing VS cohort (A). Intertumor scatterplot analysis of mean \[^11^C\]-(*R*)-PK11195 BP~ND~ against Iba1+ cell ratio (B). Boxplot of mean % vascular area (stromal area \[SA\]) within static and growing tumor cohort (C). Intertumor scatterplot analysis of mean tumor *v*~p~ against mean % vascular area (SA) (D). Boxplot of mean optical density (OD) measurement for fibrinogen staining within static and growing tumor cohort (E). Intertumor scatterplot analysis of mean tumor *K*^trans^ against mean fibrinogen OD (F). Boxplot of mean cell density (cell nuclei count/x20 HPF) within static and growing tumor cohort (G). Intertumor scatterplot analysis of mean cell density against mean tumor *v*~e~ (extravascular-extracellular space fraction) (H). Two-tailed *t*-test \**P* ≤ 0.05, \*\**P* ≤ 0.01, \*\*\**P* ≤ 0.001.](noy17702){#F2}

![Representative images and histology from a 32-year-old male patient (*patient 2*) with a left sided growing sporadic VS (A); and a 61-year-old female (*patient 9*) with a static right-sided lesion (B).](noy17703){#F3}

The close relationship between immunohistochemistry and both the ^11^C-(*R*)-PK11195 PET and DCE-MRI derived parameters is shown in [Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}. [Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} demonstrates representative imaging and immunohistochemistry from a patient with a fast growing tumor and high ^11^C-(*R*)-PK11195 specific binding. [Fig. 4B-D](#F4){ref-type="fig"} documents the spatial correspondence between Iba1 and TSPO expression within this tumor, and double immunostaining ([Fig. 4E](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) demonstrated colocalization of TSPO expression within the cytoplasm of Iba1+ macrophages.

![Spatial colocalization between Iba1 and TSPO in a fast growing VS.](noy17704){#F4}

The mean Ki-67 labeling index was higher within growing tumors relative to static tumors (2.94% vs 1.52%, *P* \< 0.001; see [Supplementary Material](#sup1 sup2 sup3 sup4 sup5 sup6 sup7 sup8){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Growing tumors demonstrated a significantly higher percentage of inflammatory Ki-67+/Iba1+ cells (*P* \< 0.001), which accounted for \>50% of the proliferating cells within these lesions ([Fig. 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). The percentage of Iba1+ cells expressing Ki-67 was similar across static and growing VS (2.91 vs 2.63%, *P* = 0.61; Supplementary Material), as was the percentage of non-inflammatory Ki-67+/Iba1− positive cells (*P* = 0.49; [Fig. 5D](#F5){ref-type="fig"}).

![Evaluation of proliferative activity. Colocalization of Iba1 (red) and Ki-67 (brown) in a rapidly growing VS (x40 HPF) (A--B) demonstrates that inflammatory cells account for the predominant proliferative population; human tonsil is used as positive control (C) (immunoperoxidase, x20). Boxplot comparison of mean Ki-67+/ Iba1− and Ki-67*+*/Iba1+ labeling index across static and growing tumor cohort (\*\*\**P* \< 0.001) (D). Scatterplot comparison of total Ki-67+ (*dark gray*) and Ki-67+/Iba1+ (*gray*) labeling index against mean Iba1+ cell count per x20 HPF. *Correlation coefficient (rho) for association between Ki-67+/ Iba1+ labeling index and mean Iba1+ cell count demonstrated.*](noy17705){#F5}

Discussion {#s21}
==========

This is the largest PET study to our knowledge in sporadic VS and the first to document a positive association between tracer uptake and tumor growth. The study demonstrated that specific binding of ^11^C-(*R*)-PK11195, a PET marker of inflammation,^[@CIT0036]^ occurs within sporadic VS and that it is increased within growing tumors. Tissue analysis suggested that intratumoral macrophages were the major source of TSPO and therefore the PET signal, and that growing tumors were predominantly composed of inflammatory cells. Our findings suggest that inflammation may have a key role in VS growth and expand upon earlier studies which showed increased expression of macrophage surface markers within larger and fast growing tumors.^[@CIT0005],[@CIT0007]^ TSPO PET imaging enables the study in vivo of inflammatory burden and characterization of those VS that would not typically be surgically resected for the first time.

^11^C-(*R*)-PK11195 has been extensively characterized as a PET tracer for neuroinflammation and less so for peripheral macrophages. Its high lipophilicity ensures that delivery is not solely dependent on endothelial permeability^[@CIT0016]^ and use of the simplified reference tissue model in this study differentiated specific binding or binding potential (BP~ND~) from relative tracer uptake.^[@CIT0037]^ TSPO is expressed in the endothelial and smooth muscle cells of blood vessels,^[@CIT0035],[@CIT0038]^ but our tissue analysis suggested intratumoral inflammatory cells were the principal source of TSPO in growing tumors supporting the interpretation that increased ^11^C-(*R*)-PK11195 reflected increased inflammatory burden. TSPO expression was quantified using OD as a surrogate value of protein density. This approach proved more accurate in correlating PET imaging data and TSPO expression in tissue than the measurement of TSPO positive cells as it reflects the levels of TSPO available in tissue to bind the imaging probe ^11^C-(*R*)-PK11195.^[@CIT0030]^

Recent studies have documented upregulation of pro-inflammatory cytokines such as interleukin (IL)-1β, IL-6, and tumor necrosis factor--α, and leukocyte adhesion molecules such as intercellular adhesion molecule 1 in VS compared with normal vestibular nerve.^[@CIT0039]^ We therefore hypothesized that growing tumors express pro-inflammatory cytokines and chemokines to a critical threshold, and it is the resulting recruitment of inflammatory cells, rather than Schwann cell proliferation, which in turn leads to their continued and sometimes rapid growth. Further larger studies are needed to fully characterize these pro-inflammatory molecules and understand their respective roles in both static and growing VS.

Analysis of concomitantly acquired DCE-MRI data in 15 patients demonstrated that growing tumors displayed higher *K*^trans^ values, a measure of vascular permeability,^[@CIT0020],[@CIT0026]^ and a strong association between this metric and ^11^C-(*R*)-PK11195 binding. Several methods have been proposed to evaluate vessel permeability in tissue sections, including extravascular fibrinogen assessment. Fibrinogen is a large plasma glycoprotein (340 kDa) which is only detectable in areas that have significant endothelial disruption.^[@CIT0040],[@CIT0041]^ Multiple previous studies have demonstrated fibrinogen as an accurate marker of vessel permeability^[@CIT0040]^ that correlates with other permeability markers such as immunoglobulin G.^[@CIT0041]^ Supporting immunohistochemistry demonstrated both increased vascular surface area and extravascular fibrinogen staining within growing VS, suggesting a link between vascular permeability and recruitment of inflammatory cells.^[@CIT0043],[@CIT0044]^

Previous studies that have investigated PET tracers such as 18-fluorodeoxyglucose or \[^11^C\]-methionine in sporadic VS have been inconclusive due to limited tracer uptake irrespective of tumor size or growth.^[@CIT0045]^ These results may be due in part to the inherently low proliferative and thereby low metabolic activity of these tumors.^[@CIT0005],[@CIT0048]^ Our data demonstrate consistent cellular proliferation rates in the neoplastic cell population irrespective of tumor behavior, with the only variation being an increased population of proliferating inflammatory cells within growing tumors. Inflammatory and vascular biomarkers may therefore be more relevant in sporadic VS than cellular proliferation.

Our study is the first to provide combined imaging and tissue demonstration of both increased inflammation and vascular permeability in growing sporadic VS. One patient in our study displayed disproportionately high TSPO expression through immunohistochemical analysis relative to the ^11^C-(*R*)-PK11195 specific binding and inflammatory cell number. The correlation between the PET assessment and inflammatory cell density was preserved and so this did not detract from the potential of ^11^C-(*R*)-PK11195 as a biomarker, but the reason for high immunohistochemical TSPO labeling in this case could not be clarified. Previous studies have shown that tumor size itself is a predictive marker of VS growth,^[@CIT0049]^ although this is not universally accepted. Separating the relative contributions of tumor size and growth rate to ^11^C-(*R*)-PK11195 specific binding from our data is difficult as the growing tumors were also statistically significantly larger. Larger studies with dedicated follow-up imaging should be undertaken to address the prognostic benefit of ^11^C-(*R*)-PK11195 uptake or DCE derived parameters in predicting VS growth.

Conclusion {#s22}
==========

This study presents evidence of the critical role that inflammatory cell migration plays in the growth of sporadic VS and is the first to provide an estimate of the inflammatory contribution to static tumors as well as the growing tumors that have previously been characterized ex vivo. We present a PET biomarker of inflammation alongside candidate DCE-MRI derived vascular biomarkers in the first combined study in this patient group. Our imaging and immunohistochemistry findings of both increased inflammation and vascular permeability within these tumors should prompt further research into the role these pathophysiological mechanisms play in VS growth and consideration of these processes as novel therapeutic targets.
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